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About Us

Established in the year 2015, We, Korat Exim are involed in Manufacturing, Supplying and Exporting

of various industry based products. The product we offer are precision engineered by the

experienced proffessionlas, who possess an mmense knowledge and experience in their respective

fields. Our range, If properly used,, helps in minimizing the load on conventional energy resources.

Due to its high efficiency, Easy installation and energy conservation attributes, our range is

appreciated in both domestic as well as international markets.

Korat Exim, one of the worlds most trusted brsnds, is a name with a long history that powers itself

into new ventures. This trust extends to a series of products, services and solutions that cover divers

business - from customer care to cutting-edge information technology. Over the years, Our identity

has envolved with our business, addapting to changing global dynamics. In this most fast changing

world, Korat Exim beleives it can leverage on its institutionalized innovation culture to push the

boundries for delivering solutions that provide enhanced value and direct impact for our customer.

Korat Exim is engaged in a continuous endeavor to maximize the realization of potential in its

employees and market opportunities by synergizing the multiple ventures of the group thus creating

an optimum business model that benifits both, Stackholders and Society

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/koratexim/aboutus.html
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BRASS PRODUCTS DIVISION

Brass Plug Pins Brass Sanitary Wares

Brass Pipe Fittings Brass Rod

P
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Exporter



CONTACT US

Korat Exim
Contact Person: Jasmin Kora

Khodiyarkrupa,Near Pragteshwar school,Motamava,Kalawad road 
Rajkot - 360005, Gujarat, India
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